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Abstract: During the biochemical pretreatment process of leachate in urban landfill sites, if the foam
in the A/O pool is not promptly addressed, it can lead to overflow, posing hazards to the surrounding
environment and personnel. Therefore, a real-time foam line detection algorithm based on YOLOv5x
was proposed, which enhances feature information and improves anchor box regression prediction
to accurately detect the position of foam lines. Firstly, in the preprocessing stage, employing a
rectangular box to simultaneously label the foam line and the edge of the A/O pool within the
same region, enhances the feature information of the foam line. Then, the C3NAM module was
proposed, which applies weight sparse penalties to attention modules in the feature extraction section,
to enhance the capability of extracting foam line features. Subsequently, a B-SPPCSPC module was
proposed to enhance the fusion of shallow and deep feature information, addressing the issue of
susceptibility to background interference during foam line detection. Next, the Focal_EIOU was
introduced to ameliorate the issue of class imbalance in detection, providing more accurate bounding
box predictions. Lastly, optimizing the detection layer scale improves the detection performance for
smaller targets. The experimental results demonstrate that the accuracy of this algorithm reaches
98.9%, and the recall reaches 88.1%, with a detection frame rate of 26.2 frames per second, which can
meet the actual detection requirements of real-world application scenarios.
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1. Introduction

During the treatment process of leachate from urban landfill sites, a significant amount
of foam is continuously generated within the Anaerobic/Oxic (A/O) pool [1]. At the pool
edge, due to the adhesive nature and movement characteristics of foam, an accumulation
of foam that is too high may lead to overflow if not addressed promptly. This necessitates
continuous observation by observers to make timely and accurate judgments, heavily
relying on the subjective assessments and experience of the observer. Particularly in cases
where the A/O pool operates for extended periods, is of considerable scale, or requires high
monitoring frequency, manual visual inspection is severely limited in terms of accuracy and
efficiency. It is not only time-consuming and labor-intensive, but also prone to inaccuracies,
resulting in failure to meet the demands of current production requirements.

Articles and reports specifically addressing foam line detection are currently lacking.
However, due to the overall shape of foam lines being approximately similar to water level
lines, one could refer to methods used for water level detection as a basis for developing
foam line detection techniques. Currently, water level detection methods can be broadly
categorized into two types. One is the traditional method, which includes installing a water
gauge, visually reading its measurements, or using sensors to measure the water level.
Among these methods, installing water gauges is inefficient and lacks timeliness, while
the method of using sensors to automatically collect analog signals related to water levels,
and then converting them into water level quantities, is costly and difficult to maintain.
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Both of these methods are highly susceptible to the influence of harsh environmental
conditions. Another category is water level measurement based on image processing.
Iwahashi et al. [2] improved detection accuracy by adding the frame images of moving
objects and applying frame averaging to reduce interference in water level line detection.
However, this algorithm requires affine transformation for slanted water level lines, making
it unsuitable for irregular water level lines. Additionally, the use of the LDA algorithm
results in excessively long processing times for large-sized images. Lin et al. [3] employed
the Maximum Interclass Variance method to segment the water gauge, then conducted
template matching on the segmented water gauge characters, and lastly calculated the water
level in conjunction with the water level line. However, this method does not eliminate the
segmentation residue of the Maximum Interclass Variance method, leading to larger-than-
actual measurement results. Chen et al. [4] employed morphological methods to enhance
grayscale images, improving binarization in water gauge segmentation, and subsequently
recognizing the water level. However, this method relies on grayscale images and is
susceptible to lighting conditions. Zhou et al. [5] employed image differencing to extract
areas of water level change, calibrated the camera using water gauge scales, and calculated
the actual water level height based on the camera calibration results. However, the position
of the water gauge and the camera can have a great impact on the measurement results. Bao
et al. [6] determined the water level position by calculating the maximum value generated
when sliding the Haar feature module between the centroid positions of boundary and
non-boundary points. However, this algorithm provides only a rough calibration of the
water level line, with lower accuracy in areas with many folds. Additionally, it is prone to
false detections in regions with strong illumination and reflections.

Due to the high requirements of traditional image processing methods on lighting,
environment, and shooting positions, the accuracy and timeliness of water level measure-
ments are often compromised in complex situations. However, with the rapid combination
of neural networks and image processing, the accuracy of water level detection methods
based on image processing has been effectively enhanced. Xu et al. [7] utilized the prelim-
inary positioning of the water gauge in addition to dynamic mapping or Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) character recognition on segmented characters to determine the
water level position. However, the water gauge is susceptible to the surrounding envi-
ronment, leading to the instability of segmented characters. Cheng et al. [8] utilized a
U-shaped Convolutional Neural Network (U-Net) to determine the water level line. After
segmenting the water surface, the points with the maximum pixel value difference formed
the water level line. However, in regions with complex situations and multiple folds,
adjacent pixel values are too close, leading to segmented areas closely approximating the
straight line. Xiao et al. [9] employed SSD to determine the position of the water gauge,
relying on the “E” scale in the water to establish the water level line position. However,
the tilt of the water gauge is highly susceptible to changes in water surface fluctuations,
subsequently affecting the area ratio of non-zero pixels within the boundary range and
impacting the determination of the water level line position. Huang et al. [10] proposed the
deep learning-based universal paradigm, DeepWL, for diagnosing captured images and
determining whether they represent the water level line based on scalar values. However,
this method requires establishing a recognition field within the observation area, making
the computation complex and unsuitable for small-scale scenarios. Wu et al. [11] utilized
a denoising model combining CNN and residual networks to obtain the water level line
through grayscale stretching, indirectly determining the actual water level value. This
method similarly relies on the water gauge as a medium, requires the surrounding water
environment statutes to remain nearly consistent, and is highly susceptible to environmen-
tal influences. Liao et al. [12] designed a new loss function based on slope and intercept
for CNN training, predicted the water level line based on the predicted coordinates of the
intersection point between the water level line and the left boundary of the image, and the
predicted angle value between the water level line and the horizontal direction. However,
this method needs to assume that the water level line is approximately straight and is
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not suitable for scenarios where many curves cannot be approximated as straight lines.
Additionally, it is prone to a significant number of error samples.

The difference between foam lines and water level lines lies in the fact that, in a
segment of the water flow where the velocity is relatively steady, the water level does not
undergo sharp changes, and exhibits relatively stable characteristics. Consequently, the
above-mentioned methods for detecting water levels are mostly based on water gauges.
However, in real-world application scenarios, the water gauge can only play a role in
a relatively calm water flow due to the width itself limits, and this method is highly
susceptible to the complex surrounding environment. Additionally, whether it is image
edge or image color, the water gauge positioning will be greatly affected by them. Unlike
the relatively stable characteristics of the water level line. The characteristic of foam lines is
as follows: due to the continuous motion within the A/O pool, there are almost never any
steady, straight-line shape foam lines present at the same moment, nor are there identical
foam lines at adjacent moments. If we divide the foam line into small segments, the
changing situation in each segment of the foam line is different; no single segment of the
foam line can represent the motion situation of the overall foam line. At the position of
the A/O pool edge, foam accumulates together, and its shape is irregular and constantly
changing. At any given moment, the water gauge readings in any area are inadequate for
representing the changing situation in the overall foam line. Hence, methods relying on
water gauge measurements, such as HSV color space, morphological transformations, and
multi-frame water gauge image processing, have limitations in detecting foam lines.

2. Related

In recent years, with the continuous innovative development of machine learning
in the field of image processing, deep learning-based image processing algorithms have
begun to play an increasingly important role in industrial applications. Deep learning-
based detection algorithms utilize neural networks to comprehend hierarchical features
within data. It employs multiple predictive layers to automatically learn the hidden internal
structures within training data [13–15]. It involves designing specific network architectures
based on the characteristics of input data and continuously optimizing algorithms to make
the output results as close to the input data as possible, and has gradually become an
indispensable and important technology in industrial production [16,17], particularly in
the field of water level surveying [18].

Target detection algorithms based on deep learning can be broadly classified into
two categories. The first category comprises two-stage target detection algorithms [19],
which include Region-based CNN (R-CNN) [20], Spatial Pyramid Pooling Networks (SPP-
Net) [21], and Faster R-CNN [22]. While these algorithms boast high accuracy, they suffer
from a slower detection speed. The second category consists of single-stage target detec-
tion algorithms. In this approach, each region of interest is directly classified as either
an object or background, and then the object is directly detected and located through a
stage, including the You Only Look Once (YOLO) [23–27] series, You Only Look One-level
eXtreme (YOLOX) [28], and Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [29]. These algorithms
are advantageous for their fast detection speed, but they come at the expense of lower
precision. Compared to YOLO algorithms, SSD utilizes multi-scale features for detection.
It replaces fully connected layers with fully convolutional networks [30], assigns multiple
prior bounding boxes with different aspect ratios for each network, and employs data
augmentation techniques. However, YOLOv5 features a more lightweight architecture
with a smaller model size. It achieves superior performance in terms of inference speed
due to optimization strategies such as model pruning, model quantization, and model
trimming. Additionally, YOLOv5 demonstrates superior performance in detection accuracy,
attributed to the introduction of adaptive convolution [31] and Path Aggregation Network
(PANet) [32]. In various scenarios, such as image analysis, autonomous driving, and in-
dustrial, many scholars have proposed different improvement methods for deep learning
algorithms. Chan et al. [33] redesigned the classifiers by collecting the features produced
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between the network sets, and presenting the constituent layers and the activation function
for the classifiers, to calculate the classification score of each classifier. Compared to the
original model, it exhibits better performance. Lin et al. [34] adopted a novel framework for
identifying captured individuals in the presence of multiple cameras while providing some
methods for fast person detection and tracking in multi-view cameras. Collins et al. [35]
employed the FCNN-based ML model to classify beach and water returns in lidar line
scan time series. After training is completed, the classified data are used to estimate swash
depths and define the rising position. Gao et al. [36] enhanced the backbone network of
YOLOv5 by introducing two attention mechanisms. This modification allows the model to
focus on crucial information in the images, resulting in more accurate detection of fabric
defects. Li et al. [37] introduced the Channel-Global Attention Mechanism (CGAM) into
the backbone network to enhance the feature extraction capabilities for targets of different
scales and suppress interference from redundant information. Additionally, they incor-
porated the Dense Upsampling Convolution (DUC) module to expand low-resolution
convolutional feature maps, effectively enhancing the fusion of various convolutional fea-
ture maps. Zhao et al. [38] employed an improved attention module and a BatchNorm layer
in a multi-regularized adaptive network pruning algorithm. This algorithm achieves the
optimal pruning of the network structure through a collaborative process of pruning and
training. Moreover, they applied a combined training and INT8 quantization algorithm,
implementing both saturated and unsaturated mapping, to meet the accuracy and real-time
requirements for autonomous target recognition in complex environments. Chen et al. [39]
proposed an improved feature extraction network that integrates Deformable Convolu-
tional Networks Version 2 (DCNv2) and Coordinate Attention (CA). This modification
broadens the receptive field for small target defects. Additionally, they introduced an
improved PANet called CA-PANet, facilitating the reuse of shallow features. This method
strengthens feature fusion for defects of different scales, enhances the feature representation
capability of defects, and improves the accuracy of defect detection boxes. Li et al. [40]
employed depth-wise separable convolution modules to reduce model parameters, opti-
mized weight allocation based on the CA mechanism and an adaptive spatial feature fusion
strategy, and improved the loss function to enhance the reliability of the detected target
bounding boxes.

Considering the strong learning capabilities and fast real-time processing of the
YOLOv5 algorithm, along with its ability to simultaneously balance model detection
accuracy, this paper opts for the higher-accuracy You Only Look Once version 5 extra-large
(YOLOv5x) to implement the detection of foam lines. As the motion state of foam within
the A/O pool is continually changing, YOLOv5x has some difficulties in extracting foam
line features, particularly in areas with intense motion, making it difficult to detect foam
lines in smaller regions. Therefore, this paper proposes the BYOLOv5x (Balance-YOLOv5x)
algorithm, which primarily focuses on researching and improving the feature extraction
part, spatial pyramid part, loss function part, and detection layers part of YOLOv5x. The
main innovations of the study are as follows:

(1) In the image preprocessing stage, the entire foam line is annotated in segments. For
each region formed by the highest and lowest points, the points on the foam line
within that region, along with their vertically corresponding points on the A/O pool
edge, are annotated using rectangular bounding boxes, and annotations are applied
segment by segment. This process enhances the feature information of the foam line,
addressing the issue of missed detections in smaller regions, and ultimately improving
the accuracy of foam line detection.

(2) In the feature extraction stage, the C3NAM module is proposed, which considers
contribution factors to enhance the ability of the model to extract foam line features.

(3) In the spatial pyramid part, the B-SPPCSPC module is proposed to enhance the per-
ception degree of feature information in two branches. Simultaneously, it strengthens
the fusion capability of deep and shallow feature information.
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(4) By introducing the Focal and Efficient-Intersection over Union Loss (Focal_EIOU Loss),
the model could focus on the high-quality anchor boxes during the bounding box
regression process, enhancing the precision of bounding box regression predictions.
Finally, optimizing the detection layer scales allows the model to pay more attention to
smaller target areas, thereby improving the model’s detection capability for foam lines.

3. Proposed Algorithm
3.1. Overall Structure

For enhancing the extraction capability of multi-scale feature information, promoting
the fusion of feature information of shallow and deep layers, improving the feature expres-
sion capability of foam lines, and addressing issues related to susceptibility to background
interference in the foam line detection process, this paper designed the B-SPPCSPC mod-
ule, reconstructed the spatial pyramid pooling part of YOLOv5x, and thus proposed the
BYOLOv5x algorithm based on the YOLOv5x framework. At the same time, a C3NAM
attention module is proposed in the backbone to enhance the feature extraction capability
for foam lines. In the output layer, the Focal_EIOU Loss is introduced as the bounding box
loss function to provide more precise bounding box regression predictions. Finally, the
detection layer scale is optimized to enhance the model’s overall detection capability. The
specific network framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
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3.2. C3NAM

The attention mechanism plays a significant role in enhancing the performance of
deep convolutional neural networks, especially its plug-and-play manifestation form,
demonstrating noticeable effectiveness in deep-layered networks within the domain of
deep learning at profound levels. However, in the process of extracting target feature
information, if the attention mechanism lacks consideration for the contribution factors
of weights, it may result in fewer remarkable features being obtained. Therefore, this
paper proposed a C3NAM attention module, which leverages the contribution factors of
weights to enhance the effect of attention. The NAM module adopts integrated modules of
the Hybrid Channel Attention Mechanism (CBAM), and redesigns the channel attention
and spatial attention submodules, embedding them at the end of each network block. By
utilizing the scaling factor from Batch Normalization (BN) to reflect the magnitude of
changes and degree of importance in each channel, where the scaling factor represents the
variance in BN, the output formula is as shown in Formula (1). The larger the variance,
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the more intense the changes in that channel, indicating richer information and higher
importance in the channel. Conversely, smaller variance implies less diverse information
and lower importance.

Bout = BN(xi) = γx̂i + β = γ
xi − µB√

σ2
B + ε

+ β, (1)

The implementation process of Formula (1) in the neural network is as follows: Firstly,
compute the mean µB of the features for a mini-batch B, as shown in Formula (2). Then,
compute the variance σ2

B of the features for the same small batch B, as shown in Formula (3).
Next, normalize the features using the mean and variance, as shown in Formula (4).
Finally, the batch normalization layer uses the γ and β to linearly transform the values
of normalized.

µB =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

xi (2)

σ2
B =

1
m

m

∑
i=1

(xi − µB)
2 (3)

x̂i =
xi − µB√

σ2
B + ε

(4)

where γ and β are trainable affine transformation parameters, m is the number of samples
in the batch, and ε is a very small number to prevent division by zero.

xi represents the feature values of a single sample in the input data. In batch normal-
ization, for each feature dimension, the mean and variance of the entire mini-batch are all
computed, and these statistics are used to normalize each feature xi,j of each sample. This
is expressed as shown in Formula (5), in which j represents the index of the feature.

x̂i,j =
xi,j − µB,j√

σ2
B,j + ε

(5)

Therefore, xi as the input to the BN layer, is normalized, re-scaled, and shifted, serving
as the input to the next layer. This helps the network converge faster and reduces overfitting
during the training process.

For the channel attention submodule, as illustrated in Figure 2, initially, the scaling
factor is employed to measure the pixel magnitude of the channel dimension in the spatial
dimension of the input feature map. The output results undergo the influence of channel
weights and activation function successively, ultimately yielding the output feature formula,
as shown in Equation (6), where M represents the output feature, and γ represents the
scaling factor for each channel. When the object is the channel dimension, the value of n is
taken as γ, and Wi represents the channel dimension weights.
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The spatial attention submodule is illustrated in Figure 3. If the same normalization
method is applied to each pixel in the spatial dimension to measure pixel importance, it
is referred to as pixel normalization. The formula for the output feature is as shown in
Equation (6). λ represents the scaling factor for each channel, and when the object is the
spatial dimension, the value of n is taken as λ. Wλ represents the channel dimension weight.

M = sigmoid(Wn(BN(F))), (6)
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Simultaneously, to suppress less important features, a regularization term is introduced
in the loss function, as shown in Equation (7), where x represents the input, y represents the
output, W represents the network weights, l(·) represents the loss function, G(·) represents
the l1 norm penalty function, and p represents the penalty function for G(γ) and l(λ)

Loss = ∑
(x,y)

l( f (x, W)) + ρ∑ g(γ) + ρ∑ g(λ), (7)

To further suppress less significant channels or pixels, the C3NAM module is proposed,
as illustrated in Figure 4. When the feature map is inputted to the C3NAM module, one
branch first passes through a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to adjust the channel number of
the input feature map, mapping the channel number to a smaller unit, thereby reducing
computational complexity and improving computational efficiency. Afterward, the input
feature map passes through the NAMBottleNeck module, where NAMBottleNeck is formed
by inserting the NAM module after the first Convolutional Batch Normalization with SiLU
(ConvBNSiLU) in the BottleNeck. In the NAMBottleNeck, the input feature map first
undergoes a 1 × 1 convolution operation, reducing the number of channels by half to
decrease model complexity. Then, the NAM module applies normalization and channel
weights to the input feature map, allowing the network to dynamically choose features to
focus on in the target region. Learning the relationships between features enhances the
model’s attention and expressive capability towards input features, thereby improving
the performance and generalization ability of the detection algorithm. Afterward, the
feature map undergoes a 3 × 3 convolution operation to double the channel count, thereby
increasing the network’s receptive field and obtaining higher-level feature representation.
Another branch goes through only a ConvBNSiLU module, conducting a convolution
operation on the input feature map and undergoing batch normalization and activation
function processing to extract global feature information. Finally, concatenate the feature
map passed through the NAMBottleNeck module with the feature map from the other
branch along the channel dimension, keeping the channel dimension unchanged and
forming a new feature map. Then, pass through the ConvBNSiLU operation again and
output the feature map. The purpose of the C3NAM module allows the model to flexibly
adjust its attention to different channels, enhance the role of weight contribution factors
in feature extraction, improve the model’s expression capability on specific channels, and
help the model better capture critical information in the image.
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C3NAM module flexibly adjusts the focus on different channels by applying a weight
sparsity penalty to the attention module, thus improving the algorithm’s generalization
ability and its extract capability to feature information at different scales. Using scaling
factors to reflect the richness of channel feature information, improves the algorithm’s
feature representation capacity on specific channels and enhances the extract capability of
the weight contribution factors in extracting multi-scale feature information, which aids
the algorithm in better capturing critical information within the image.

3.3. B-SPPCSPC

The Spatial Pyramid Pooling and Cross Stage Partial Channel (SPPCSPC) is composed
of a feature pyramid pooling layer and small residual structures, with residual connections
introduced before the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer. In this architecture, the output
generated by the convolutional module of SPP is connected with the output from the resid-
ual structure, effectively integrating multi-scale features generated by SPP. The addition
of residual connections provides additional feature information, significantly enhancing
the network’s capability of the perception and interpretation of image features. However,
due to the adhesive nature of foam, during the treatment of leachate in the A/O pool, the
upward and downward movement of the foam line may cause some foam to remain in its
original position when it sinks and still maintains contact with the foam in the pool. This
can result in the model mistakenly identifying the foam as still being at a higher position,
leading to false detections of the foam line. Simultaneously, due to the obstruction of
buildings within the A/O pool, there also may be instances of missed detections or false
positives in the foam line. Therefore, to address the issue of susceptibility to interference
from other backgrounds during the foam line detection process, the B-SPPCSPC module
is proposed to reconstruct the spatial pyramid in the backbone network. On one hand,
by adding pooling layers, strengthening the feature information extraction capability of
a single branch and improving the model’s perceptual awareness. On the other hand, by
reducing ConvBNSiLU operations, retaining more shallow-layer feature information from
the input feature map, increasing the number of pooling layers, and then preserving the
newly downsampled feature map. The B-SPPCSPC module is illustrated in Figure 5.
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When the input feature map enters the B-SPPCSPC module, first, one branch under-
goes ConvBNSiLU operation and then adds a maximum pooling layer with Kernel_size = 5,
stride = 1, and padding = 4 to perform pooling operations on the smaller target of the
input feature map, thereby achieving compression and feature extraction for feature map.
Afterward, a ConvBNSiLU operation is applied again, involving convolution on the input
feature map followed by batch normalization. Subsequently, introducing the non-linear
characteristics by the activation function ensures that the generated feature map retains
more shallow-level feature information. In the other branch, the input feature map has
undergone four iterations of C3NAM modules and ConvBNSiLU modules for feature
information extraction before entering the B-SPPCSPC module, and it already possesses a
sufficient richness of deep-level feature information. Therefore, to retain a sufficiently rich
amount of shallow information, we first reduced the number of convolutional layers to
extract local features in the image. Subsequently, the feature map will undergo individual
and sequentially max-pooling operations with pooling scales of 5, 9, 13, and 15, respec-
tively. Among them, by adding a max-pooling layer with Kernel_size = 15, stride = 1, and
padding = 8, it captures deep feature information of the image during sequential pooling.
When pooling separately, it performs pooling operations on the retained shallow features
of the feature map to preserve more shallow information. By applying different pooling
operations to the input feature map, feature information of different scales is extracted.
Then, the feature maps from different scales are adaptively fused through concatenation,
forming a multi-scale feature map, which achieves a feature-level combination of local
and global features at the scale of the feature map. Subsequently, channel-wise 1 × 1
convolutional operations are applied to fuse the multi-scale feature map in the channel
dimension, further extracting rich feature information. Finally, by concatenating the feature
maps output from the two branches and subjecting them to ConvBNSiLU operations, the
final output is obtained.

The B-SPPCSPC module captures features at different scales by employing pooling
kernels of various sizes. Adding additional max-pooling operations to expand the model’s
receptive field allows for the capture of a broader range of contextual information, thereby
enhancing the extraction capability of multi-scale feature information of the foam line.
By reducing the Conv operations to retain some shallow features, leveraging the detail
information of the original image to combine with deep features after downsampling,
which facilitates the combination of shallow and deep feature information of the input
feature map. This method enhances the feature representation capability of the foam line,
providing rich information for the detection task. Additionally, it improves the algorithm’s
inference capability and resistance to background interference.

3.4. Loss Function

In the YOLOv5x bounding box regression loss, the adopted loss function is the Com-
plete Intersection over Union (CIOU) [41]. It comprehensively considers the overlap area,
central point distance, and aspect ratio, leading to a more stable regression of predicted
bounding boxes. Compared to the Intersection over Union (IOU) loss function [42], CIOU
not only introduced the minimum enclosing rectangle of the predicted and ground truth
boxes, but also augments a penalty term, which was used for the aspect ratio of the
bounding boxes. The function is expressed as shown in Formulas (8), (9), and (10):

LOSSCIoU = 1 − IoU +
ρ2(b, bgt)

c2 + αυ, (8)

α =
υ

(1 − IoU) + υ
, (9)

υ =
4
(

arctan ωgt

hgt − arctan ω
h

)2

π2 , (10)
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where α represents a positive balancing parameter, ρ2(b, bgt) represents the square of the
distance between the centers of the predicted and the truth bounding boxes, c represents
the minimum of the diagonal lengths of the predicted box and the ground truth box, and
the aspect ratio ν denotes the relative proportion of the height and width of the predicted
bounding box compared to the truth bounding box.

CIOU incorporates ν as a penalty term into the bounding box loss function. While
this can expedite the convergence of the regression process for predicted boxes, in the
regression process of predicted boxes, if the aspect ratio of the predicted and the truth
boxes shows a linear relationship, it results in the inability of the predicted box’s height
and width to simultaneously increase or decrease, which hinders the continuation of
regression optimization.

The Efficient Intersection over Union (EIOU) loss function, building upon the CIOU
penalty term, separates the contribution factors of the aspect ratio of the predicted and
truth boxes. Then, calculate the length and width separately for both the predicted and
truth boxes. The calculation formula is shown in Equation (11):

LEIOU = LIOU + Ldis + Lasp = 1 − IOU +
ρ2(b, bgt)

c2 +
ρ2(ω, ωgt)

C2
ω

+
ρ2(h, hgt)

C2
h

, (11)

where Cω represents the width of the minimum enclosing rectangle for the predicted and
truth bounding boxes. Ch represents the height of the minimum enclosing rectangle for the
predicted and truth bounding boxes. It can be seen that the EIOU function consists of the
loss of overlap LIOU , the loss of center point Ldis, and the loss of side length Lasp for both
the predicted and ground truth boxes. The first parts of the EIOU loss remain unchanged,
while the side length loss is obtained by splitting the aspect ratio loss term, minimizing the
difference between the width and height of the predicted box and the ground truth box. This
approach avoids the issue where the penalty term of CIOU becomes ineffective when the
predicted bounding box’s length and width are satisfied

[(
ω = kωgt, h = khgt)∣∣k = R+

]
. It

also addresses the problem of length and width being unable to simultaneously increase or
decrease, thereby accelerating the convergence speed of the predicted box and improving
the precision of predicted box regression.

To further optimize the issue of category imbalance in the bounding box regression
task, reducing the number of predefined anchor boxes to mitigate the impact of low-quality
anchor boxes on the predicted boxes regression optimization process, this study employed
the FocalL1 Loss to enhance the EIOU Loss. The calculation formula for FocalL1 Loss is
shown in Equation (12).

L f (x) =

{
− αx2(2 ln(βx)−1)

2 , 0 < x ≤ 1, 1
e ≤ β ≤ 1

−α ln(β)x + C, x > 1, 1
e ≤ β ≤ 1

, (12)

where C is a constant, set C = 2α ln β+α
4 to ensure L f (x) has continuous values at x = 1,

β is a parameter controlling the shape of the focal loss curve, α is used to normalize the
gradients of low- and high-quality anchor boxes corresponding to different cases of β, and
x represents the bounding box regression loss.

The Focal_EIOU Loss weights the EIOU loss function by IOU, separating high-quality
anchor boxes from low-quality ones from a gradient perspective. This ensures that the
regression process of predicted boxes focuses on high-quality anchor boxes, that is, those
predicted boxes with a relatively high IOU compared to the ground truth box. The formula
is shown in (13):

LOSSFocal_EIOU = IOUγLOSSEIOU , (13)

where γ is the parameter that controls the degree of outlier suppression. When the IOU
between two bounding boxes increases, the loss value increases with the increase in IOU.
The gradient values for low-quality anchor boxes decrease, while the gradient values for
high-quality anchor boxes increase accordingly.
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Accurate bounding box regression can ensure that both small-scale and large-scale
targets can be accurately detected. The Focal_EIOU Loss function dynamically adjusts
gradient values based on the quality of anchor boxes and by reducing the gradient values of
low-quality anchor boxes to reduce their interference with model training. Selecting anchor
boxes with high gradient values accurately reflects the relationship between predicted
boxes and ground truth boxes, thus mitigating sample imbalance issues to some extent,
and improving the accuracy of predicting box regression. For objects with significant size
variations, this algorithm can also more flexibly adjust the predicted boxes, thereby better
adapting to multi-scale features.

3.5. Optimizing Detection Layer

Due to the irregular and constantly changing nature of the foam line at the A/O pool
edge, and considering that each segment of the foam line that needs to be detected occupies
a relatively small portion of the image, the amount of feature information contained in
each segment of foam line is also little. This will make the detection layer easily overlook
crucial information in smaller areas, leading to a decrease in detection accuracy. Assuming
the input image size is 640 × 640, after upsampling by 8 times, 16 times, and 32 times,
the generated detection scales are 20 × 20, 40 × 40, and 80 × 80, respectively. The corre-
sponding receptive field sizes are 32 × 32, 16 × 16, and 8 × 8 pixel regions. These scales
are, respectively, responsible for detecting targets at deep, medium, and shallow levels.
Considering the characteristics of the foam line, the scale of detection for deep-level targets
was set to be consistent with that of the medium detection level. By reconstructing the
deep-level detection layer to narrow the detection scale receptive field, the algorithm can
be made to utilize both deep semantic information and shallow detailed features more
effectively. This enables the algorithm to better capture foam line features in smaller re-
gions, enhancing the perceptual ability for feature information in smaller regions, and
thereby improving the algorithm’s adaptability to multi-scale features of the foam line.
By employing two medium detection scales to capture the feature information of smaller
regions, the understanding and expressive capability of detail information in the image
is enhanced, especially for the areas in the image that occupy smaller spaces but contain
rich feature information. Additionally, it improves the extraction capability of multi-scale
features of the foam line and detection accuracy. This adjustment, while ensuring detection
effectiveness, aims to extract more information from smaller targets, thereby enhancing the
model’s inference speed.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Data Source and Preprocessing

The foam line dataset used in this study is derived from the leachate treatment renova-
tion project at the municipal solid waste landfill site, and all data are captured by installed
cameras during the production process. Due to the rectangular nature of the detection
boxes in YOLOv5x, the foam line on the right side of the original image exhibits a relatively
flat, horizontal orientation. This characteristic leads to the inability of the algorithm to
detect the foam line in the right section of the image during the detection process. Therefore,
to enhance the accuracy of foam line detection, before training, it is chosen to cut the image
at the inflection point where the foam line appears approximately horizontally, choosing
the image’s upper-left corner of the image as the origin, with width as the horizontal axis.
This point is marked as x0. Cut the image along that point. In the following content, the left
part refers to the image with horizontal coordinates less than x0, and the right part refers
to the image with horizontal coordinates greater than x0. To achieve a similar inclination
in both the left and right sections of the image, the right section is rotated clockwise. The
rotation angle is selected within the range of 25 to 45 degrees, ensuring that both sections
display a comparably inclined angle. Then, splice the right part and left part of the image
at the midpoint between the edge of the A/O pool corresponding to the cutting point and
the foam line. Parts (a) and (b) in Figure 6 represent the original image and the processed
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image, respectively. Simultaneously, to increase the training samples, offline augmentation
techniques such as rotation, salt-and-pepper noise, Gaussian blur, darkening, brighten-
ing, downward translation, and horizontal flipping were applied to the existing images,
resulting in 4200 augmented images.
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Figure 6. Original image (a) and the stitched image (b).

The experiments in this paper adopted a fully supervised learning approach, where
images were manually annotated using the LabelMe image annotation tool. Taking the
lowest and highest points within a certain segment of the foam line region in the image,
the lowest and highest point coordinates were respectively assigned as the first and second
coordinates of the annotation box. Respectively selecting the point on the A/O pool
edge corresponding vertically to the highest and lowest point, and respectively assigning
these points as the third and fourth coordinate of the annotation box. Using these four
coordinates to construct an annotation box with the label “paomo”, the remaining foam line
areas on the image are annotated segment by segment. The annotated image is depicted
as shown in Figure 7a. In the JSON file, adjust the coordinates of adjacent annotation
boxes and respectively set the first and fourth coordinates of the subsequent annotation box
equal to the second and third coordinates of the previous annotation box, which ensures
the continuity of annotation boxes, reduces errors, and also maintains the continuity
of the foam line and the A/O pool edge during detection. Finally, convert the JSON
file to the XML file required by the model and modify the even indices label to “Pled”.
Therefore, there will be two types of labels for detection: “paomo” representing the foam
line and “Pled” representing the A/O pool edge. Once the model training is completed,
the annotation boxes for the two different labels will be separated, as depicted in Figure 7b.
The connecting lines formed by the diagonal lines of annotation boxes belonging to the
same label separately constitute the to-be-detected foam line and A/O pool edge.
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4.2. Evaluation Metrics

The experimental environment was chosen to use the PyTorch learning framework
with an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090-24GB GPU. The graphics card driver version was
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530.30.02, and the processor was an AMD EPYC 7601 256G 64-core CPU. The CUDA
version used was 12.1. The dataset is randomly divided into a training set and a validation
set with a ratio of 9:1. The image input size was defined as 640 × 640, and the final learning
rate was 0.1. Additionally, the training epochs were set to 300.

In the proposed algorithm, the following metrics are selected as evaluation criteria:
Precision, Recall, True Positive (TP, the number of correctly detected frames for foam lines
and A/O pool edges), False Negatives (FN, the number of missed detections for foam
lines and A/O pool edges), the number of parameters, and Frames Per Second (Fps).
Additionally, Average Precision (mAP) and mAP@.5:.0.95 are also chosen as evaluation
metrics. The formulas for Precision, Recall, and mAP are as follows:

Precision =
TP

FP + TP
× 100%, (14)

Recall =
TP

FN + TP
× 100%, (15)

mAP =
1
n

∫ 1

0
p(r)dr, (16)

where FP represents the number of cases where foam lines and A/O pool edge detection
boxes were detected but were not correctly identified. p(r) represents the curve with
precision as the vertical axis and recall as the horizontal axis; n represents the total number
of classes, with n = 2.

4.3. Result Analysis
4.3.1. Comparison Experiments

The experimental environment was chosen to use the PyTorch learning framework
with an NVIDIA graphics card. Comparisons of results were conducted using images
captured from the same frame, as illustrated in Figure 8. The label “paomo” designates
the detected foam line region, and its connecting lines formed by the diagonal lines of
annotation boxes constitute the foam line. The label “Pled” corresponds to the detected
A/O pool edge region, and its connecting lines formed by the diagonal lines of annotation
boxes constitute the A/O pool edge. The yellow box denotes areas where the foam line
was not detected. It can be observed that the YOLOv5x detection results lead to curve
omissions in both continuous and discontinuous regions, and the missed detection rate
is high, which is easy to cause information loss. In contrast, the BYOLOv5x algorithm
accurately and comprehensively shows an entire segment of the foam line. It connected all
adjacent detection box diagonals with the same label to form the to-be-detected foam line.
This approach reduces experimental errors, ensuring the integrity and continuity of the
foam line.

To further validate the performance of BYOLOv5x, we trained SSD, Faster R-CNN,
YOLOv5x, YOLOv5s, YOLOv5n, and YOLOX algorithms on the same training dataset
for 300 epochs under identical experimental conditions and settings. The comparative
results of various evaluation metrics are presented in Table 1. It can be observed that in
the detection process of foam lines in the A/O pool, the performance of the BYOLOv5x
algorithm is the best. Compared to YOLOv5x, the BYOLOv5x algorithm has an increase
of 2.7 percentage points in Precision, an increase of 3.2 percentage points in Recall, an
increase of 6 in TP, and a reduction of 4.8 in FN. Compared to YOLOX, YOLOv5s, and
YOLOv5n, the Precision values of BYOLOv5x increased by 3, 3.6, and 13.2 percentage
points, respectively. The Recall values increased by 4.6, 5.4, and 15.1 percentage points,
respectively. TP increased by 8, 8, and 11 units, respectively, while FN decreased by 4.8, 5.3,
and 9.3 units, respectively. Compared to Faster R-CNN and SSD, BYOLOv5x demonstrates
a significantly improved detection speed. The optimized algorithm, despite an increase in
parameter count, demonstrated improvements in all evaluation metrics. Moreover, the Fps
for transmission increased by 21.7, 21.1, 16, 15.5, 8.6, and 5.6, respectively. The BYOLOv5x
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algorithm maintained a detection frame rate of 26.2 frames per second, ensuring fluency
and real-time performance during actual detection. The comparison curves for precision
and recall are illustrated in Figure 9a,b, respectively. It can be observed that both the
precision and recall of BYOLOv5x converge relatively quickly compared to YOLOv5x.
Additionally, after reaching their peak values, both of them have no significant fluctuations,
meeting the real-time and accuracy requirements for foam line detection.
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Table 1. Comparison results.

Models Precison/% Recall/% TP/Frame FN/Frame Fps Parameter

SSD 68.4 66.3 21 38 4.5 50,175,361
Faster-RCNN 71.6 69.5 26 33 5.1 61,223,027

YOLOv5n 85.7 73.2 47 12.0 10.2 1,872,157
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YOLOX 95.9 83.7 50 7.5 17.6 27,106,654

YOLOv5x 96.2 85.1 52 7.5 20.6 86,224,543
BYOLOv5x 98.9 88.3 58 2.7 26.2 126,983,623
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Draw the curves of various evaluation metrics for BYOLOv5x, as shown in Figure 10.
Observing Figure 10a, it is found that the algorithm quickly converges in the first 120 rounds,
with a rapid decline in the loss value. As the number of training rounds increases, it tends
to stabilize. Until the end of the training, there is no overfitting or underfitting, indicating
a good training effect. Observing Figure 10b, it can be seen that the evaluation metrics
Precision and Recall quickly converge in the first 100 rounds, while mAP@.5:.0.95 converges
rapidly in the first 120 rounds. As the number of training rounds increases, they tend to
stabilize. The accuracy of BYOLOv5x reached 98.9%, the recall rate reached 88.3%, and
mAP@.5:.0.95 reached 87%, meeting the detection requirements for foam lines.
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Separately extract the diagonal coordinates of the detection boxes from the detection
results of BYOLOv5x and YOLOv5x, and compare the detection curves formed by them
with the actual position of the foam line, as shown in Figure 11. It can be observed that,
compared to the actual position of the foam line, the YOLOv5x algorithm missed certain
segments of the foam line during detection. If the foam line in this segment is in a stable
state, in this case, the approximate state of the foam line in that segment can be represented
by the line between adjacent points in that segment, and the impact on the results can be
considered negligible. However, in actual scenarios, foam lines are constantly churning,
and there is almost no stable state. Therefore, for the foam lines within the missing region,
regardless of their length, it is challenging to accurately determine their specific conditions,
and it very easily leads to misjudgment. At the same time, this also indirectly confirms
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that a higher value of the evaluation metric TP corresponds to more accurate detection of
target boxes, while a higher value of FN increases the likelihood of discontinuous foam
line detections. The foam line detected by the BYOLOv5x algorithm is closer to the actual
foam line, indicating a higher level of matching and stronger integrity and continuity.
Consequently, the smaller the error, the higher the precision of the foam line detection.
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4.3.2. Ablation Experiments

To better demonstrate the reliability of the proposed algorithm, respective improve-
ments or compound improvements were made to YOLOv5x by adopting the proposed
C3NAM module, B-SPPCSPC module, Focal_EIOU Loss function, and optimized detection
layer scales. Table 2 presents the results of the experiments, ‘×’ indicates that the method
was not employed, while ‘

√
’ indicates its adoption.

Table 2. Comparison of ablation experiment results.

Num C3NAM B-SPPCSPC Focal_EIOU Detection
Layer Scale P/% R/% mAP mAP@.5:.0.95 Parameter

1
√ √ √ √

98.9 88.3 90.5 87.0 126,983,623
2

√ √ √
× 98.1 87.9 88.6 86.5 126,763,623

3
√ √

× × 97.5 87.4 87.5 85.3 126,763,623
4 ×

√ √
× 97.3 88.0 87.8 85.6 126,596,423

5 × ×
√ √

97.6 87.8 87.2 86.7 86,664,543
6

√
× × × 97.1 86.8 89.4 85.1 86,611,743

7 ×
√

× × 97.6 87.3 87.4 84.9 126,376,423
8 × ×

√
× 97.8 87.7 86.7 85.4 86,004,543

9 × × ×
√

97.4 84.5 87.5 86.2 86,004,543
10 × × × × 95.3 85.1 86.7 84.5 86,224,543

From Table 2, comparing serial numbers 6 and 10, although the improvements of the
C3NAM module led to an increase in parameter count, both precision and recall rates have
improved, which has resulted in a significant improvement in detection efficiency. Serial
number 7 improved the pooling layer through B-SPPCSPC. Despite a significant increase in
the parameter count, the most noticeable improvement is observed in the recall, allowing
the algorithm to correctly detect a greater number of positive instances. Serial number
8 employed the Focal_EIOU loss function, maintaining the mAP value and parameter
count unchanged, resulting in a 2.5% increase in accuracy and a 2.6% increase in recall rate.
Serial number 9, by optimizing the detection layer scale, improved the detecting object
accuracy of smaller areas. Serial numbers 3, 4, and 5 represent composite experiments
of improvement methods on YOLOv5x. Comparing with serial numbers 6, 7, 8, and 9, it
can be observed that all the evaluation metrics have improved. Under the combination of
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multiple improvements, the Recall and mAP@.5:.0.95 are superior to those achieved by
individual improvement methods. Serial number 1 represents the improvement algorithm
proposed in this paper, with an increase in precision of 3.77% and an increase in recall rate
of 3.76%. Although there is a slight increase in parameter count, the increment falls within
an acceptable range. The ablation experiments indicate that BYOLOv5x exhibits excellent
feature extraction capabilities for frequently changing and irregular foam lines, enabling
accurate detection of the foam line positions in the images.

5. Conclusions

In response to the challenges posed by traditional neural network-based object detec-
tion models in handling foam line scenarios, including low detection accuracy, slow speed,
and difficulties in detecting rapidly changing regions, this paper proposed a real-time foam
line online detection method called BYOLOv5x for A/O pool. To obtain the coordinates of
the foam line, a new rectangular annotation method is employed to label both the foam
line and A/O pool edge within the same region, so the to-be-detected foam line can be
represented by the connecting lines formed by the diagonal lines of annotation boxes.
Then, by proposing the C3NAM attention mechanism in the YOLOv5x algorithm, the
capability of extracting foam line features is enhanced. The proposed BSPPCSPC module
improves the model’s pooling ability, addressing the issue of susceptibility to background
interference in the foam line detection process. The introduction of the Focal_EIOU Loss
function ameliorated the issue of class imbalance in model detection, enabling the model
to pay more attention to the anchor boxes of high quality. Additionally, this way can also
deliver more precise bounding box predictions. Furthermore, optimizing the detection
layer scale improved the detection performance for smaller targets, enhancing foam line
detection accuracy. This ensures that the foam line detection model meets the precision and
real-time requirements in practical applications. However, this algorithm involves multiple
image preprocessing steps, has a little large model framework, and lacks practical testing
in complex scenarios such as nighttime conditions. In the future, there is a need to improve
the image preprocessing methods to reduce the workload. Additionally, efforts should
be directed towards model lightweighting and adapting the model for a wider range of
practical scenarios.
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